
Year Group: 7 Date: Autumn Term Theme: Formal elements and techniques

What Excellent Looks Like:  Description of outcomes Assessment

• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with pencil
• Range of markmaking techniques

• Neat presentation 
of artist using 
shading 
techniques

• Shading using a 
range of mark 
making techniques

• Shading of basic 
geometric shapes

Target Grade
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Grade Achieved
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Homework

• Understand how to apply 
tones to describe form and 
shape

• Blend tones smoothly

• Neat 
presentation of 
artist (Marco 
Mazzoni) using 
pencil techniques

• Apply colours in layers
• Blend a range of tones 

smoothly



Year Group: 7 Date: Autumn Term Theme: Formal elements and techniques (colour)

What Excellent Looks Like:  Description of outcomes Assessment

Neatly presented examples 
eg Turner/ Kandinsky/ John 
Piper

Target Grade
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Grade Achieved
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Homework

Apply a range of marks including:
Think/ Thick
Blend colours and tones smoothly 
Apply a range of tones
Show an understanding of colour 
harmonies

Mix colour neatly
Control of palette
Apply paint accurately and neatly

Use primary tempera 
colours to mix secondaries

Use primary tempera 
colours to mix tints and 
shades

Neatly presented examples 
eg Fauvism

Blend colours and tones smoothly 
Apply a range of tones
Show an understanding of colour 
harmonies
Experiment with a range of 
markmaking techniques with oil 
pastel



Pollard birches, 1884 Vincent van Gogh (1853-
1890)

Sectioned Skull Leonardo da Vinci 1489

Lucian Freud – The Artists Mother 1983



Resources

John Piper – Windsor Castle 1941/42

Venice: Looking Across the 

Lagoon at Sunset 1840

Wassily Kandinsky – Yellow Red Blue 1925



Resources

Marco Mazzoni Empatia 2019

Marco Mazzoni The Day I Realised it was Not my 
Fault 2019



Resources
Tints ShadesColour



Year Group: 7 Date: Theme:  African Masks/ Portraiture

What Excellent Looks Like:  Description of outcomes Assessment

• Draw accurately
• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with pencil
• Neat presentation

Cardboard relief mask

Double page in sketchbook to include:
• Title
• Printed examples of Kuba (Pwoom

Itok) mask images
• A5 pencil drawing (s)
• Written Information

Target Grade
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Grade Achieved
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Homework
1 Create a 

digital 
collage of 
African 
masks

2 Draw an 
example of 
an African 
Mask in 
shading 
pencil

3 Draw an 
example of 
an African 
Mask in 
colour

4 Copy an 
example of 
Afrcan
pattern 
and apply 
colour and 
tones

• Apply relief using geometric 
shapes in the style of Kuba
Pwoom Itok art

• Show an understanding of 
Pwoom Itok mask features

• A5 images showing basic 
• Portrait proportions
• Pwoom Itok mask design  

• Show an understanding of basic 
portrait proportions

• Show an understanding of 
Pwoom Itok mask features



Resources
Headgear—including hats, hairpins, and headdresses—

was one of the main insignia awarded to male Kuba

titleholders in order to distinguish rank. Artists used hats 

and hairstyles to express a work’s position within the 

hierarchy of masks. This mask’s elaborate headdress—

formed by a fabric-covered cane in a U-shape—is that of 

a high-ranking male warrior. White cowrie shells 

symbolize prestige and wealth, while the spray of brown 

and white-speckled feathers represents high titleholders. 

These masks were worn by masqueraders at initiations 

and burials to signify elders’ knowledge.

Mask (pwoom itok), early 20th century

Kuba artist

Wood, raffia, dye, cowrie shells, guinea-fowl feathers, and 

paint

https://artmuseum.princeton.edu/search/collections?artistList=%5b%22Kuba%22%5d


Resources
A Kuba Pwoom Itok mask from the Ngeende & Bushoong tribe The 
Kuba people are living in central Zaire (RDC) between the Kasai and 
Sankuru rivers. It is a kingdom made of several clans with many tribes 
like, Ngeende, Bushoong, Kete, Lele, Binjii, Dengeze, Wongo and 
Mbuun. The main clan is the Bushoong and the clans pay a tribute to 
the Nyim chief. This chief is responsible for wealth and fecondity and 
lives in his palace called Mushenge. The Kuba masks are used in 
ceremonies telling the stories of the Kingdom, to celebrate events, 
educate young men, and pronouncing judgments. We find this type of 
masks among the Kuba Bushoong & Ngeende tribes. According to 
Joseph Cornet this type of mask was originally created by the 
Ngeende. The protruding bulking eyes of the Kuba Pwoom Itok mask 
is symbolizing an old man that is consulted by the other dancers..



Mask (Pwoom Itok)

ARTS OF AFRICA

This mask may have represented a wise older man at 

boys’ initiations. One of the principal Kuba dance masks is 

called pwoom itok. The chief identifying characteristic is 

the shape of the eyes, whose centers are cones 

surrounded by holes through which the wearer sees. Like 

many Kuba types of masks, pwoom itok is extensively 

polychromed, or multicolored. This example has a cane 

headdress covered with raffia cloth with painted designs 

and detached wooden ears. The top of the headdress was 

probably originally adorned with feathers, like those worn 

by high-ranking persons.

Kuba (Bushoong subgroup). Mask (Pwoom Itok), late 19th 

century. Wood, shell, cloth, raffia, pigment, 15 3/8 x 11 1/4 

x 11 3/4 in. (39.1 x 28.6 x 29.8 cm). Brooklyn Museum, 

Museum Expedition 1922

Resources



Resources

The mask represents a wise male elder to whom the other 

masked dancers come for advice. The most striking 

feature of the "pwoom itok" mask is the treatment of the 

eyes, which are projecting conical forms ringed by small 

holes around their depressed bases so that the mask 

wearer can see. Like most Kuba masks, the "pwoom itok" 

is brightly painted with geometric designs conforming to 

the basic facial features and emphasizing areas of black 

and white triangles. A woven fiber cap and hood 

decorated with cowrie shells is attached to the mask and 

fits over the dancer's head to disguise him from his 

audience.







Year Group: 7 Date: Summer Term Theme:  Surrealism/ Natural Forms

What Excellent Looks Like:  Description of outcomes Assessment

• Draw accurately
• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with pencil
• Mix and blend colours with paint

Collage and pencil drawing

Double page in sketchbook to include:
• Title
• Examples of Corine Perier/ Surrealism 

images
• A5 coloured pencil drawing
• Written Information

Assessment

• Create a collage in the style of 
Corine Perier

• Include a variety of textures 
when drawing animals

• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with 

pencil

Target Grade
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Grade Achieved
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Homework
2 – Produce a digital 
mood board of different 
examples of Surrealist 
work.

3 - Draw an A5 tonal 
pencil study of a piece 
of work by a surreal 
artist

4. Produce a research 
sheet on ONE more 
artist who was within 
the surrealism 
movement.

5. Complete a written 
analysis of your final 
outcome (portrait)

Collage of a combination of 
animals in the style of Corine
Perier

Drawing produced from the 
collage



Year Group: 7 Date: Summer Term Theme:  Cubism/ Still life

What Excellent Looks Like:  Description of outcomes Assessment

• Draw accurately
• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with pencil
• Neat presentation

Grid method still life drawing
• A4 grid method drawing shaded with pencil

Double page in sketchbook to include:
• Title
• Printed examples of Cubism images
• A5 coloured pencil drawing
• Written Information

• Draw accurately using the grid 
method

• Apply tones accurately
• Apply a range of tones
• Blend tones smoothly with pencil

Target Grade
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Grade Achieved
Deep
Secure
Developing
Emerging
Limited

Homework

1 Draw a still 
life and 
add 
shading/ 
tones

2 Draw an 
example of 
cubism 

3 Create a 
cubism 
collage

4 Draw your 
cubism 
collage 
adding 
shading in 
a cubist 
style

• Apply oil pastel neatly
• Blend oil pastels smoothly
• Apply tone in a cubist style

Oil pastel
• development of still life in a cubist style EBI

Notes/ Feedback


